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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The collection consists of one volume, a business ledger of the Independent Lumber and Coal Company of Lincoln, Nebraska. The ledger records daily/weekly sales of lumber, coal, etc. at several different lumber yards they operated, including yards in Lincoln, Doniphan and Adams. The entries date from 1929-1932.

INVENTORY

Ledger, 1929-1932

Subject headings:
Adams (Neb.) -- Businesses
Businesses -- Nebraska -- Adams
Businesses -- Nebraska -- Doniphan
Businesses -- Nebraska -- Lincoln
Doniphan (Neb.) -- Businesses
Gage County (Neb.) -- Businesses
Hall County (Neb.) -- Businesses
Independent Lumber and Coal Company (Lincoln, Neb.)
Lancaster County (Neb.) -- Businesses
Lincoln (Neb.) -- Businesses
Lumber trade -- Nebraska
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